340	GRAMMAR
The author of the last has been perplexed by the and in one of
his alternatives. He should have used on the one hand, &c.
34. 'A* PLACED BETWEEN THE ADJECTIVE AND ITS NOUN
This is ugly when not necessary. Types of phrase in which
it is necessary are: Many a youth; What a lie! How dreadful a
fate! So lame an excuse. But there is no difficulty in placing
a before ordinary qualifications of the adjective like quite, more,
much less. In the following, read quite a sufficient, a more
valuable, a more glorious, a more serviceable, no different position,
a greater or less degree.
. . . adding that there was no suggestion of another raid against the
Japanese flank, which was quite sufficient an indication of coming events
for those capable of reading between the lines.—Times.
Can any one choose more glorious an exit than to die fighting for one's
own country?—Times.
Of sympathy, of ... Mr. Baring has a full measure, which, in his
case, is more valuable an asset than familiarity with military textbooks.
—Times.
No great additional expenditure is required in order to make Oxford
more serviceable a part of our educational system.—Westminster Gazette.
And young undergraduates are in this respect in no different a
position from that of any other Civil Servant.—Westminster Gazette.
The thousand and one adjuncts to devotion finding place hi more or
less a degree in all churches, are all . . .—Daily Telegraph.
The odd arrangement in the following will not do; we should
have a either before so or before degree.
But what I do venture to protest against is the sacrificing of the
interests of the country districts in so ridiculously an unfair degree to
those of a small borough.—Times,
35. DO AS SUBSTITUTE VERB
Do cannot represent (i) be, (2) an active verb supplied from
a passive, (3) an active verb in a compound tense, gerund, or
infinitive; You made the very mistake that I did, but have made,
was afraid of making, expected to make, shall (make).
It... ought to have been satisfying to the young man. And so, in a
manner of speaking, it did.—crockett.

